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Permanent CPU Errors and System Activity:

Measurement and modelling

Ravishankar K. lyer and David J. Rossetti
CENTER FOR RELIABLE COMPUTING
Computer Systems Laboratory
Departments of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305 U.S.A.

and analysis
This Paper describes the measurement
of permanent CPU related errors and system activity
Accelerator Center computaat the Stanford Linear
of all
13 and 18 percent
Between
tion facility.
errors affectirg the CPU were estimated to be perThe manifestation of a permanent error was
manSnt.
with the level and
found to be strongly correlated
the manifestation of the
type of workload prior to
error.
For example, it is shown that the risk of a
increases in a non-linear fashion
permanent error
The
interactive processing.
amount of
with the
observed tendency is present in three years of load
data.
This observation is significant because a
the
CPU
level
found at
load-error relationship
In
be considered fundamental.
must, in our view,
addition, in a majority of the observed errors, the
the manifestathe occurrence and
latency between
tion of the error was estimated to be insignificant
Thus the detecfor the purposes of our analysis.
tion of the error also provides an estimate of the
occurrence of the error,
Keywords:
Workload
analysis, statistical

and error
models.

measurement,

The highly interactive and diverse nature of modern
reliability a central
day systems has made high
in
not,
It is
issue in computer system design.
to guarantee a perfect system,
feasible
general.
Accordingly.
hardware or in software.
either in
it is
the application,
depending on the nature of
ability
system the
into the
to design
important
a
the
event of
to continue operation in
either
react to a failure

experiments
statistical
and
The measurements
the
increase in
a non-linear
clearly demonstrate
risk of observing permanent CPU related errors due
Examworkload variables.
to increased values of
input/output rate. and
ples are CPU utilization.
interrupt rates.

data

INTRODUCTION

failure or to
manner,

it captures a detailed
ment process is automatic;
internal view of the system, especially under error
measurements, a completely
From the
conditions.
workload was estaberrors and
new data base of
to match errors with workloads at
lished in order
the times of error. On the basis of these measurements several experiments were conducted to examine
the dependence of all CPU related errors on system
as one
related error is defined
activity.
A CPU
it
which affects the normal operation of the CPU;
could originate in the CPU itself, in the main memstudy concenThe present
in a channel.
ory or
Between 13
trates on permanent CPU related errors.
CPU errors were estimated to
and 18 percent of all
be permanent.i

in a predictable

a
with
deal
only
can
models
Theoretical
Most often it is the
restricted class of problems.
models
of theoretical
the range
problems outside
Accordwhich cause the most severe malfunctions.
at this stage there is no better substitute
ingly,
for results based on actual measurements and experstudy provides not
An experimental
imentation.
product but also gives some
only a view of the end
This information
insight into persistent problems.
can be very valuable in designing new systems.
This paper describes the measurement and analysystem
related errors and
CPU
sis of permanent
activity at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
The authors' approach
(SLAC) computation facility.
has been to start with a substantial body of empirThe measureical data on system load and errors.

illustrated in
measurement is
A representative
Fig.
1. which shows how an increase in the system
of
the
system overCPU usage.
SYSCPU.
(a measure
between 0 and 1)
can result in
head;
a fraction
higher risk of permanent errors in the CPU and main
The horizontal axis is the workload varimemory.
able; the vertical axis is the risk of error. Modthis paper.
later in
eling details will be given
of the observed
in a maiority
estimate that
We
errors the latency between the error occurrence and
in comparison
was insignificant
its manifestation
to produce a measurable
required
the time
with
in the
change in the average workload values used
as the measured workload
as far
Thus,
analysis.
values are concerned, the manifestation of a permanent error almost coincides with its occurrence.
Related Research ja

MotivatLio

There is now considerable experimental evidence to
computer reliability is a dynamic funcshow that
the worktion of system activity (as measured by
tlver
80),
studies [Butner
A number of
load).
provide statistical
811
[Castillo 80.
82a.b] and
support this
machines to
evidence on a number of
Even though the exact nature of this
observation.
dependency is not fully understood. it would appear
which need maximum
computing systems,
that that
Between 75 and 85 percent of all errors were temand are disporary (transient or intermittent)
cussed in [lyer 82b] and [Rossetti 1I].

and accurate study
Subsequently a more detailed
was performed on all CPU errors liVer 82].
ecn)ur it was
(7to8
errors
me~~~or~~iv
affecting the CPU correlated
that o all errors
found
the large
system activity, however
stronoly with

~thes

11
0.10

0.0100

were

More
recent studies conducted on the
temporary.
with
a similar behavior
SLAC found
3081 at
1M
VM/370 [Rossetti 82]
software related failures on
results came
of these
substantiation
Additional
studies on DEC
systems reported
from experimental
in (Castillo 80].
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reliability at their peak load, require a re-evaluation of their reliability projections.
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important,

and as yet unanswered. question is
whether
an
increased
level
of
system activity
results in an increased level of hardware failures.
In particuar, it is important to determine whether
permanent failures in logic elements (CPU and storage)
are
also workload
dependent i.e.,
whether
higher system activity results in a higher level of
CPU and memory failures.
Some evidence to this
effect was available from
early analysis
of failures on the
SLAC Triplex
lyer 82a].
The study
found a strong correlation
between the occurrence of hardware failures and the
lood on the system, as measured by variables such
as the paging rate and the ]obstep processing rate.
All failures were considered,
not simply the ones
which led
to system service
interruptions.
Most
importantly. the effects were such that the average
failure rate
for various system
components varied
cycltcly over a band of significant width as determined by the daily load
variations.
Fig.
2 s a
representative histogram, from that study, of all
permanent CPU failures plotted by
the hour of day,
averaged over 1978.
an
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Figure 2:

CPU failures by hour of day
Triplex).

(SLAC

There
has been some
effort
at modelling
the
observed
load/failure
relationship.
Possible
cause-effect scenarios are discussed in [Butner 80]
and Elver 82a].
Castillo
and Siewiorek [Castillo
81,82] have proposed the use of a doubly-stochastic
Poisson process
to model
the cyclic
load-failure
relationship.
The model assumes that the instantaneous failure rate can be described by a cvclostationary Gaussian process.
In [Gunther 80] a novel
theoretical
model for
an
apparent dependency
of
failures on load, based on
a random walk formulation.
is described.
There is no doubt that more
detailed experimental results are necessary before
a clear
understanding of the observed
behavior is
possible.

In a majority of the cases, the time between the
occurrence of
a failure and its
manifestation was
This also matches
estimated to be insignificant.
with the
observation
and
experimental
results
reported in (Lola $3].Z

the study
reports extremely small
latency times
(less than I second) for detectable faults.
Less
then
20 percent
of injected
faults
were not
detected and a vast majority of these were due to
unused gates or on signals
which were always low
or high.

the error and workThe next section discusses
load measurements
taken and briefly presents
the
sections
the data.
Subsequent
organization of
describe the procedures employed
to analyze permavent errors and present new results
Finally, the
highthe important
results and
paper summarizes
lights the conclusions tat can be drawn from them

2

MEASUREMENTS
SMeaurement
the present study uses the mast
As stated earlier,
detailed data from the log maintained by the operating system as errors are detected by the hardware
level system
High
and recorded by the software.
behavior,
as seen by the
computer operator
and
users. is not directly measured.
Instead. there is
much information on hardware errors, both recoverable
and non-recoverable.
as
they occur in
the
detailed operation of system components.
The SLAC system, during the period of our study,
consisted of two IBM 370/168 mainframes and an IBM
360/91 connected in a triplex mode.
The data for
our study,
whlch consxsted9 of three years of measurements (1979.
1
.G,
and 1981).
came from the two
IBM 370/168 mainframes.
The lo 9 referred to above
log,
the EREP
Is
commonly called SYSI.LOGREC or
from the Environmental Recording Editing and Printfor
it
format
and
used to accumulate
ing program
maintenance (IBM 79].
ISM 370
Errors in
three major types:
I.

M.U Errors age.

systems are

classified into

tinues processing.
Each correction results
in an
error log resulting in a cluster of errors with the
same symptom.
In many cases it was found that this
A sample of the hardcaused a system termination.
this basis is shown in
ware error data obtained on
a cluster
in
errors
The number of
1.
Table
and the time span of the cluster (SPAN)
(NPOINTS)
are also included in each record.
TABLE

1

Sample error data (LO6REC)
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In the central processor and storWorkload Measurement

2.

Channel Errors - In
interfaces.

I/0 channels and associated

3.

Outboard Error& In
any
device beyond
channel-control
unit
interface,
i.e.
errors in 1/0 devices,

the
all

For each error, whether recoverable or not,
the
operating
system creates a
time-stamped
record
describing the error and
providing relevant information on the state of the machine.
AS an example,
information might
the state
error,
CPU
for a
include the contents of
all internal registers and
hardware
by the
diagnostic
information collected
(such as parity indicators and error
flags).
At
SLAC this information is collected on a daily basis
and archived for many years.
Since the LOGREC data does not specifically provide information on permanent failures,
it is necessary to estimate this information from the data
errors which
commonly
It
was noticed
that those
occurred in large bursts within a short period with
almost always due to a
the same error symptom were
vast majority of
The
permanent hardware failure.
The following
these errors were in main storage.
to estimate a hardware
used
was therefore
rule
interIf the machine-check condition
failure:
or more in
and recurred four times
rupted the CPU
rapid succession,
the error was considered to be a
Discuspermanent error in the CPU or main memory.
people
sions with
SLAC systems and maintenance
reasonably
this policy corresponded
that
showed
A typical esample is a
well with their experience.
The
in main memory.
permanent single bit failure
location
frequently
typically hits
this
system
depend(from a few milliseconds to 10-15 minutes,
corrects
the error and coning on the workload),

Since errors
in processors occur
fairly
infrequently (on the order of once a day
for our measurements),
correlation with workload requires long
term workload
figures.
The
workload data
comes
from two sources:
the built-in system utilization
facility, and a software
monitor written specifically for this study. They are discussed below.
The operating systems in the processors measured
use IBM's
System Management Facilities
(SIIF) for
usage accounting.
SiF was originally designed to
but it has evolved
provide accounting information
over the years to
include more general performance
SMf is discussed exhausmeasurement information.
tively elsewhere (see [IBM 73].
[Butner 80])
and
will not be detailed here.
In general.
SMF data consists of records giving
resource utilization figures for jobs,
files,
1/0
devices, and a potpourri of statistics gathered and
For this work we use
written on a periodic basiS.
record,
which holds statistics
the type 4 (Step)
for each job
step as it completes
execution,
and
the type I (Wait) record,
written roughly every 10
minutes. which summarizes global system utilization
With careful protO minute period.
during that
cessing. SMF can provide excellent workload statisespecially when high resolution results are
tics,
not needed.
information about tranTo obtain more detailed
sient behavior in the CPU we implemented an interThere are four
rupt rate monitor, called INIRACK.

the system can
3 If the error is more serious,
recover by retrying the
instruction or by aborting the current task.

interrupts in the IBM 370 architecture:'

classes of

Used by the operating system
for clocks and inter-CPU communication.

I.

External (EXT)

2.

- Caused by any SVC
Supervisor Call (SVC)
Used for operating system serviinstruction.
memory allocation, synchronizaces, such as:
tion. 1/0. timing, etc.

3.

Program (PROG) - Program traps due to arithdivision by zero),
metic conditions (e.g.
invalid operatlons. or page faults.
Input/Output

4.

of

From completion

(1/0)

important components such as error
Later,
terms.
clustering and workload smearing are covered in
uetaill
The transformation of
raw workload and error
is perfor analysis
data into usable data bases
formed by a collection of programs, some written in
Refer to Figure 3
PL/I and many written in SAS.
these processors and the
for the organization of
flow of data through them as they are described in
the following sections.
i

.

I/O

operations.Am5

-

-...

The interrupt monitor (INTRACK) archived the
interrupt data along with the SlIT Cato described
Table 2 summarizes the sources of data for
above.
the workload information.

teni,.in
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-

TABLE 2
Input data for workload variables..,
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OVERVtw 2F M~. MEASUREMIENT SYSTEMi
An objective of the measurement system was to make
data management as automatic as possible so that it
e know the particulars of operating
is unneCessar to
systems, software monitors. record formats, and the
The Statistical Analysis System (hereafter
like.
[SAS 79] provided a rich environment
called SAS)
for data handling, in addition to its procedures
for statistical analysis. Once a few programs were
written to capture and reduce the raw data, the
information was immediately built into SAS d3ta
on which the full
bases (called SAS data sets).
power of SAS could be used to sort. select, merge,
More than 50 SAS proand extract information.
grams. some very simple, were written to perform a
variety of data handling operations on the data
This section discusses the system as a
bases.
data in general
describing the flow of
whole,

Machine check interrupts are not considered here
because they are already collected in the LOGREC
data.

Figure 3:

Detailed data flow in the measurement
system.

Processing

ihJW

jata

Workload processing begins with a program written to select and condense a specified set of SMF
This program is used to process the
record types.
thirty reels oi tape comprising the archived SMF
data from 1979 to the present.
Fiv

m

smearing.
intervals 9.Eld

A number of workload variables are defined to
provide estimates of various characteristics of
System load throughout the three year measurement
period. They are summarized in Table 3. The workload time granularity was defined to be five minutes, meaning that for each five-minute period from
13 workload variables was
January 1979 a vector of
created. The process described below is applied to
Essentially, the process
each of the variables.
takes what information is available in a record and

distributes
describes.

it

into

the

time

slots

s5a.

a

record

the

tlrI

TABLE 3

,21

..-

A

0

-

o
9.1a'n
tIU L[- l
tl.9tt4

(nd

a

L

L
4 2

2

Definitions of workload variables.

o

28

I

0,2

2.0
0

04

0.3

0.43 (0.30).

* sivte job 0 ix completely within a bifl. it
*r~v~te0 i o thai binSl sea

Units

COREQ

KayteS

Batch memory

COREU

KBytes

Batch memory usage

VOL WAI
EXCP
PAGEI
PAGED
BATCPU

sc.
I/sec
I/sec
l/sec
fraction

batch
Batch
Batch
Batch
Batch

SYSCPU

fonbiatch CPU. Ovhd..

TOTCPU
EXT
SVC
PROD

fraction
fraction
1/sec
1/sec
I/sec

I/0

l/sec

Overall

I/o wait time
induced I/O load
paging (in)
paging (out)
CPU usage

I

0

etc.

_-

Overall CPU load..
Timer and clock activity
Overall O.S. activity
Paging/prog. exceptions

a

o

January 5.

a

I
0

10

o

the bin
is
into
cases
the amount accumulated
time spent in the bin.
weighted by the fraction of
actual numerical example with
Figure 4 presents an
Notice that
four jobs overlapping in various ways.

the _qd
height
of eachinput
bin is
the sum neigthat
of the time ave
r_
values of
values
bin.
to approximations

1981 Smeared Batch/Total CPU
.'r

.

60

in the same bin.

Example of Smearing Algorithm

7
0

For these

occur in numerical

I
....
0
J
4
Tim. (Unit.fro. Table)

I

interval endpartial bins at the
tIle handling of
both endcase where
points,
in addition to the

is similar

2

1/0 activity

an
Each input record provides a starting time,
ending time, and a value for one or more load measures.
Each of these measures is "smeared" into the
five-minute bins defined by the starting and ending
time of the event, either on a proportional basis
or
times),
(for variables representing counts or
such as memory
"level" variables,
directly (for
The algorithm also takes care of the subusage).

This averaging

vxl.e is

2

requests

Figure 4:

Ie@ somewehere

I71

Smearing Example

Indicates

Name

points

L"L. -Wk

CPU

40

20

"

that

integration problems.

is done one
the smearing
As stated earlier,
with
approximately 8640 bins per
month at a time,
the
days in
the number of
depending on
month,
are concatenated
the estimates
Final ly,
month.
the "Five-Mlinute
to
form
one-year groups
into
example, a
complete day of
For
Smeared Data."
five-minute bins)
smeared points (the 288
for two variables is given in Figure 5. Each small
the
average;
figure is a five-minute
step in the
the
percent CPU busy,
solid upper line represents
The plot shows the
dotted lower line is batch CPU.
familiar early morning lull between S and S am with
about ID
utilization at
climb to full
a dramatic
about 10
from
evening,
that in the
Notice
am.
load.
CPU
the
of
most
forms
batch work
o'clock on.
to 40X
the day it is only in the 35
while during
timesharing and
range with the remainder going to
It is also interesting to note that at &
overhead.

o

Figure S:

to
i5
Tiie of Day (Hou-i)
DOTS Smeared BatchCPUTime (Percent)
wPercent)
SOUD Smeared Total CPU Time
b

One Day of

20

Batch CPU/Total CPU Data

few rare points batch CPU seems to be greater then
averaging *Igorto the
This is due
the total.
evenly over
ithm's smearing of a job's CPU usage
total CPU figure is
the 2ob's duration while the
derived from a ID-minute global system total.
longer-range loading effects we also
To study
built a data base of one-hour smeared workload vec-

6

the
point is derived from
Each one-hour
tors.
twelve
averaging the
five-minute smeared data by
five-minute points in that hour and tagging the new
There
of that hour.
point with the starting time
Another
are 5760 such vectors in a non-leap year.
to test
creating the one-hour data is
reason for
CPU
system crashes occurring soon after
whether
errors cause the five-minute averages in the period
artificially decreased.
error to be
preceding the
the
executing at
could happen because iobs
This
to
the
would not contribute
time of the crash
smeared totals as they should. A preliminary analysis showed this not to be a problem.
Processina

tU Error 2a"e

(UL

i) Select:
The raw LOGREC data
includes CPU,
channel, and device errors for all equipment in the
installation.
Only CPU (Machine Check)
errors on
the two 170/168s are selected for analysis.
(li)
ecode "
Cla
fy:
In each MCH record there
are a number of bits describing the type of error,
its severity,
and the result of hardware and software attempts to recover
from the problem.
These
bits are
decoded into
classes meaningful
to this
analysis and analyzed in later processing.
General
machine check status indicators are provided by the
hardware
are
described fully
in
the
System/370
Principles of Operation [15M 81]).
(i)
Procesor
nd Ti.e:nt To facilitate
clustering in the next step it is necessary to sort
the data
by CPU
id (serial
number) and
time of
error within CPU id.

(iv) Cluster:
Errors occurring within 5 minutes of
each other were coalesced.
Ior each error point,
the following test was performed
type)

type of previous error)

THEN (fold error into cluster being built)
ELSE (start a new cluster),

4

TABLE
Error and

)

to process
This section presents the method used
raw errors into tl'e data base used for analysis. A
SAS program, called BUILD,
performs the following
steps:

IF (error
utes

the
in
the difference
Notice
together.
them
clustering statistics (SPAN and NPOINTS) for permathose for all errors.
nent errors in comparison to
repeated
defined by
errors are
permanent
Since
Clusthe clusters are larger.
identical errors,
error analysis to avoid
terirg is important in the
from the
biasing the results with repeated errors
same failing component.

Cluster Statistics

Error Statistics

Period of Study:
All

Errors:

Time Betw.

1981

507

CPU Errors:

Permanent CPU

mean

Jan. 1979 - Dec.

85 (16.7X of
total)

Perm. Errors:

Cluster Statistics

289.8 Hours
(ALL)

NPOINTS

SPAN (seconds)

4.2
1.0
5.0

20.4
0.0
48.6

Mean
Median
90th Percentile

Cluster Statistics (Permanent)

Mean
Median
90th Percentile

NPOINTS
21.9
9.0
59.6

Combining Workload jn

SPAN (seconds)
175.6
39.0
505.0

Error Data

(MATCH)

The final and most important
step of the data base
buildinj
process is
the matching
of errors
and
workload.
By
matching we mean the combining of
system workpoint with information on
each error
load at the time of the error.
The clustered error
points
are
processed sequentially
and
for each
E)

The

time of

the

five-minute

interval

The
t
is a set
clustered
for e ach
year.resul
Associated
with ofeach
clustererrors
is information

point:

con
ssciae
erroreachclusterons
wit
inumer a,-a
oI
consisting
of
error Classifications,
number
of
points
in the cluster,
time
of
first and
last
errors in the cluster, and a variety of status data
provided by the hardware and operating system.

key to locate its corresponding workload observatn.
Then (3)
the
vector of workload variables
from
that observation
is merged
into the error
observation.

Summary error
statistics
for
our
data
(all
errors and perm:.nent errors)
are given in Table 4
The number of points in a cluster (NPOINTS) and thu
time spanned by
a cluster (SPAN) are
also shown.
The cluster statistics on
ll errors clearly shows
that the
clustering algorithm is having
an effect
by gathering long bursts of errors into a few large
clusters,
indicated by the
maximum 192 points and
1310 second time span.
The
table also shows that
lone errors predominate, with median cluster size
of one
and time
span of
zero,
showing
that the
clustering
algorithm is not artificiallv
forcing

preceding the
error is calculated,
and
(2)
used
teerri
acltd
n
2
sdaas

In order
to determine the
load at the
time of
error,
the 5-minute load
averages (which we refer
to as
sre averages) were merged with the error
log.
The load at error was taken to be the load in
a five minute interval Prior to the error to elivinate perturbations from system error recovery or a
system crash.
The matching is shown in figure 6.
Note that the interval contalini
the error is not
used because of the measurement distortion that can
be caused
by error
recovery activities,
and the
fact that the system may
not continue to run after
the error.
Also. the exigencies of a system crash

7I

EXCP

2.
Load

3.

SYSCPU

4.

TOTCPU and 1).

.

1.
Merging of Load and

Error Data

2.

SVC
10

In the case of

3.

gathering

f,

e Dhtl
2A

from
unclustered "pure" errors Clustered and
to
be drawn
analysis can
standard error
which
mean time
e.g.
obtain a number of statistics.
See
etc.
time,
hazard with
between errors,
(Shooman 1968] for more information.

a

Three years of workload information - also useta
related to reliabilfor studies not necessarily
These points exist in both five-minute and
ity.
one-hour granularities.

and

second).

10 provide a mesas-

that the data base developed contains not
the specified workload varivalues for

f(x)

= Pr

(workload = x)

= Pr (error occurs and

an error

load = x).

In this expression, errors and load values are repan actual system, where
resented as they occur on
the distribution
favored loads contribute more to
this
To remove
low probability.
loads of
than
by the associated load probeffect we divide f(x)
of a
known notion
Using the well
Us).
ability
conditional probability distribution [Feller 68] we
write
glx)

= Pr

x
(error occurs I load = a)
Ms)

Therefore gla) can be thought of as the probability
hmn &U. loads IL
load
a given
error at
of an
it is the conditional error
equally represented;
represents the
In the figure g(x)
probability.
increasing x
arranged by
conditional probablities
each of these proNote that, since
(workload).
is not
bablities is calculated independently. g(s)
the regular sense of
a probability distribution in

were:
by batch

the term.!0
thare are
mowever,
those travelling at 55 mph.
To obtain
far more accidents for autos going 55.
the risks involved
an accurate representation of
me must divide the
in travelling at high speed.
speed by
at each
accidents occurring
number of
the number of autos travelling at that speed.

above
illustrate the
to
A commonplace analogy
distinction is that automobiles travelling at 150
accident than
mph have a higher probability of

_

(rate per

1/0 opera-

is the joint distribution of
The second
and the workload measure:

load/error
years of
of three
data consisted
The
The 1981 data
1980 and 1981.
measurements, 1979,
our spemeasurements made by
contains additional
Initially, we anacial purpose interrupt monitor.
was no
Since there
lyzed each Year separately.
1980
and
1979
the
in
difference
significant
appropriate to combine
it was considered
results,
the corresponding load-error data. Of the thirteen
four
the study,
workload measures collected for
They
were chosen to be studied for 1979 and 1980.

L

Program interrupts

PROG -

A()

Error Analysis

sum of memory allocated
The
COREU jobs (K bytes),

interrupt measurements were

ables to a five minute resolution but also the values of the same variables matched with error times.
types of distributions were
two
From this data
The first, A(x) is simply the distribudeveloped.
tion of the workload variable in question

in both the five" Errors matched with workload These observations
one-hour forms.
minute and
the connection between load
can be used to study
and errors in large computer systems.

I.

CPU usage (a fraction between 0

1
1/0
interrupts,
completion of
(rate per second).

Recall
only the

the following

a

orkqad

Total

I.e.
I).

while measures
ure of the system interactive load,
the CPU
TOTCPU provide a general view of
such as
from the
derived
variable "BATCPU",
The
usage.
is a direct
SYSCPU,
difference between TOTCPU and
measure of batch usage.

se..

Summarizing the above presentations.
ma)or sets of data were created:

batch

rate by

CPU
utilization for system.
tasks (a fraction between 0 and

Measures such as the SYSCPU

one-hour averaged workload mess-

urtments. the algorithm is the same except that the
previous hour's load is used.
Sumar

initistation

second).

Supervisor calls (rate per second).

-

tions
operating system from
may
prevent the
workload and accounting statistics.

1/0

For 1951 the following
also included:

.. ge load in t.t+5

Figure 6:

-

Inon-batch,
t+10

t

t

Time:
(minutes)

The

-

jobs ti/Os per

E,..-rror

Prior to Failure

•

.

8

Figures 7 and 8 depict the A. f. and g distributions of System CPU (SYSCPU)
and 1/0 and Total CPU
(TOTCPU) for 1981.

TL LOA
The ob)ect of

NAZAR

P0[L

the analysis was to determine:

As a general observation we note that, where the
1.
oes a higher
level
of
system utilization
difference between
x(a) and f(x)
is considerable*
result in
a higher risk
of a permanent error
we might expect to see a workload dependency in the
than a lower level?
errors.
If Z(x) and f(x)
are similar,
the relationship is probably not significant.
A g(x) dis2. Is the
relationship linear
with the
workload
ues in
tribution weighted
allclerlygenrate•
hghe workload
rik
favor of higher
o valanvariables, v.
or is there
alinear
nonlinear
s the
h
e increasing
rlad

ues

will clearly

error,

if the

generate

a

higher risk

of

an

effect?

load increases.
In practical terms, if such an effect exists, it is
expected that the load will act as a stress factor.
for
this purpose
we developed
and
validated
a
load-hazard model
which formed
the basis
for our
tests.
A detailed description
of the development
and validation of this model appears in liver 82b).
Briefly, an inherent load hazard z(a) is defined as

and 10 that
higher values of these
measures (0 s
for 10)
contribute more significantly to permanent
errors than the lower values.
Examining the plots
for TOTCPU we note that,
as measured by CPU utilIzation.
the system was heavily
loaded most of the
time.
The Atx) and g(x) plots for TOTCPU show considerable similarity.
It would
therefore appear
from this cursory analysis
that permanent
errors
are not induced by higher execution rates, as measured by CPU usage alone.
In order to quantify this effect,
in particular
to determine
exactly the risk or
"hazard" associated with higher workload values, we employed what
we refer to ax a "oad hazard" model,
the development and application
of which is discussed
in the
next section.
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load is best
true in practice since
course is not
a probability
a random variable with
described as
distribution; it is simply the associated load disIn order to detertribution, 2tx), defined above.
we
mine the hazard for a particular load pattern.
load probability by
the associated
must multiply
zs[x)
Denoting by
(1).
the hazard calculated in
the transformed hazard, we have

hazard
the classical
with with
In
close analogy
rate in reliability theory [Shooman 68]. z(x) measincreasing
involved in
incremental risk
v -s the
the workload from x to Xa.x8 (e.g. if the system is
as
currently operating at 80 percent of full load,
what is the increase in the
measured by CPU usage,
if the load is increased
risk of a permanent error
to 90 percent?)

In applying the load hazard model to our data we
the workload
made a simplifying assumption that
occurs.
an error
increases until
monotonically
assumption which was made
This is a conservative
primarily to simplify some cumbersome aspects of
tt has the additional advanthe data analysis.
tage of allowing us to estimate a lower bound on
This is due
the workload related risk (if any).
the assumption of a monoto the fact that under
such as
workload, factors
tonically increasing
and other
cycling (between low and high usage)
It is well known
random variations are ignored.
to add to the hazthat such stresses only serve
Thus by
[Arsenault 80].
ard rate [Kuiowski 78,
neglecting them we underestimate the hazard being
measured.

it should be clear
increases with x.
If z(xl
of a permanent
is an
increasing risk
that there
If, howerror as the workload variable increases.
remains constant for increasing x, we
ever,
z(x)
may surmise that no increased risk is involved.
in our definition of load hazard we
Note that
of
system load by
variability
have
removed the
This of
conditional probability g(x).
using the
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probability in the
The survival
errors in the load
the probability of no permanent
interval (MWxl) was for practical purposes found to
probability of reaching a
be very Close to the
given workload or higher (determined from the workThis is simply due to the
load distribution Itx)).
fact that, in our data, error events are much fewer
Conseworkload samples.
than
the five minute
is
when a given workload
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quently,
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load is best
true in practice since
course is not
described as
a random variable with a probability
distribution; it is simply the associated load disIn order to detertribution, . (x)odefined above.
we
mine the hazard for a particular load pattern.
load probability by
the associated
must multiply
(1).
Oenoting by zt)
the hazard calculated in
the transformed hazard, we have

hazard
the classical
with with
In close analogy
rate in reliability theory [Shooman 68]. z(x) measinvolved in
increasing
ures the
incremental risk
the workload from x to xeAx' (e.g. if the system is
is
currently operating at 80 percent of full load,
measured by CPU usage. what is the increase in the
if the load is increased
risk of a permanent error
to 90 percent?)

(2)

z(x) A(x)

=

z.(x)

was determined from gx).
The numerator of z(x)
denominator (i.e.
probability in the
the survival
the probability of no permanent errors in the load
interval (O.x)) was for practical purposes found to
probability of reaching a
to the
be very close
given workload or higher (determined from the workload distribution I(x)).
This is simply due to the
fact that, in our data, error events are much fewer
than
the five
minute workload samples.
Consequently,
most often,
when a given workload
is
reached no
error has
occurred
(i.e.
permanent
errors are quite infrequent),
If z(x)
increases with x, it should be clear
that there
is an
increasing risk
of a permanent
error as the workload variable increases.
If, however.
z(x)
remains constant for increasing ., we
may surmise that no increased risk is involved.

a In applying the load hazard model to our data we
made a
simplifying assumption that
the workload
monotonically
increases until
an error occurs.
This is a conservative assumption which was made
primarily to simplify some
cumbersome aspects of
the data analysis.
It has the additional advantage of allowing us to estimate a lower bound on
the workload related risk (if any).
This is due
to the fact that under
the assumption of a monotonically increasing
workload,
factors
such as
cycling (between
low and high usage)
and other
random variations are ignored.
It is well known

Note that
in our definition of load
hazard we
have
removed the
variability
of
system load by
using the
conditional probability glxl.
This of

that such stresses only serve
to add to the hazard rate [Ku3owski 781. EArsenault 80].
Thus by
neglecting them we underestimate the hazard being
measured.
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We refer to the hazard z(x., as defined in Il).
This is because it can
as the fundamental hazard.
be thought of as an inherent property of a particusubiect to varying load patlar system and is not
When a varying load pattern Is taken into
terns.
as "picking out"
thought of
it can be
account,
This
hazard function.
aspects of the fundamental
hazard z(x) defined in (2) mill be referred to as
since it is closely dependent
the apparent hazard,
on the load distribution.
AZARPLOTS
The generation
of the hazard plots and associated
statistics involved extensive data processing.
In
each hazard plot. z(a)
or z.(x)
is calculated and
plotted as
a function of
a chosen workload variable.
x.
The permanent errors which generate the
plots occur
due to a number of
causes;
examples
are:
temperature, humidity, random noise. mechanical failures, and design errors,
some of which are
unrelated to our study.
Those factors not related
to load
can be expected to behave
as noise
in a
load-error analysis.
If these other
factors are
predominant, we can expect
to find no discernable
pattern
in our hazard plots.
i.e.
they
should
appear as uncorrelated clouds. This is well under-

in any statistical

study of dependencies.

Other
on the
pattern.
An
easily discernable
hand. would indicate that the load-error dependency
The strength of such a relationdominates others.
Figures
through regression.
ship can be measured
for the
the hazard plots
I.
and 12 depict
10.
The
regression
load parameters.
three
selected
al.
which is in effective measure of
coefficien
each plot
is provided for
of fit,
the goodness
Quite simply, it measures the amount of variability
in
the
data that
can be
accounted for
by
the
regression model.
RZ
values of greater than
0.6
(corresponding to an
R
) 0.75)
are
generally
interpreted as strong
relationships' [Younger 79].
It can be seen that the hazards are increasing with
each of the load parameters shown.
The relationship is
particularly strong
with SYSCPU,
10 and
EXCP. although other measures such as SVC. and PROG
(plots not shown)
also
correlate strongly.
Note
that these variables measure
the interactive workload with some degree of overlap and.
have different degrees of variability.
TOTCPU.
a general
measure
of
execution also
correlates moderately
strongly.
In addition,
it is seen that the worktoad-error relationship is highly non-linear.
This
appears
to
indicate
toward the
existence
of
a
threshold beyond which the system worsens very rapidly.

1/0 Rate

It is interesting to note that most of the eastimated permanent errors were failures in
main memory.
An analysis
of these errors by
time of day
showed that they generally occur during the period
when the main memory access rate and
the Interactive workload measures (e.g SYSCPU and 10)
are the

30

highest (i.e.
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This is shown in

13 which gives both
the permanent errors and
the average I/O rate by hour of day.
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Rate and Permanent

Hour of Ooy

Errors by

The

range of

Rj from

as folorsr O
0.51
moderate;
10.)5,

1.0)

0.25)
t0.

strong.

0 to 1 is typically divided
moderatelyueak;
10.25.
0.75) moderately StrOng;

[1

required to
ni cant when compared with the time
workload.
in
the
change
measureable
produce
he
Accordingly. within the sensitivty of our data,
almost coincides
a permanent error
observation of
This observation is also conwith its occurrence.
in
latency reported
on
fault
by studies
frmed
the latency
found that
This studies
'Lala 83]

Worksidered as a factor relating to reliability.
thought of as a stress on the system.
load can be
in greater risk of
.ith greater stresses resulting
we
previous results,
of our
In view
failure.
believe that the error process which ensues Is coais the
The first
separate effects.
posed of two
This is deterinherent failure rate.
(constantl

was very short indeed.
detectable errors
time of
remote
of the undetectable errors were in
Most
locations or had "don't care* conditions.

techniques
reliability
classical
through
mined
consideration such factaking into
(Shooman b83.
The second is
etc.
redundancy
tors as topology,
this rate is
the utilization-induced failure rate.
of system
absolute level
dependent upon both the
that level.
rate of change of
utilization and the
mean an obviously measuraBy an absolute level we
occupancy,
ble level; e.g.. CPU utilization, memor
Through the rate of change of utilization we
etc.
at
which
rate
the
to measure
attempting
are
states,
various saytem
occur between
transitions
and out of
the transitions of the CPU into
e.g.
cases the effect of this
In most
the busy state.
are
since most errors
permanent,
is not
stress
However, as demonstrated in
transient (lyer 82b].
this paper. there is a significant contribution due
to permanent errors in the CPU and main storage.

the semiconductor
examination of
A preliminary
device literature shows that some experimental and
our
support
to
exists
evidence
quantitative
results.
ror esample, the effect of transient and
intermittent loading on the rating of power devices
and
(Ivalo 61]
see
length;
has been studied at
It is well known that
(Blackbjrn 74] for details,
input pulses is an important
the duty cycle of the
the lifedetermining the rating and
parameter in
[omen
for pulsed operation.
time of such devices
practical methods commonly employed
80] describes
repetitive
effects of
thermal
the
to evaluate
Detailed analytical and experimenpulsed loading.
tal
analysis of
both steady
state and
transient
thermal behavior is discussed in (Newell 75],
in the general reliabilThere is also evidence
literature which
relates low
and high usage
rates of
avionic and
navigational equipment
with
corresponding reliability
behavior;
see
(Shurman
75] and
Kulouski 76] for details.
It is
to be
noted that in each of
these two studies a signifior
the
system was electronic
cant
component of
digital.
Our measurements show that the effect is
not negligible in smaller devices.

be greatly
The design of computer systems will
aided if this type of analysis
can help uncover
cause and effect relationships in permanent errors.

ity

CONCLUDING R
It has been
the purpose of this paper to describe
permanent
CPU
analysis
of
measurement
and
the
activity at the Stanford
related errors and system
facility.
Center
computation
Accelarator
Linear
errors affecting
18 percent of all
Between I and
The manithe CPU were estimated to be permanent.
be
found to
festation of a permanent error was
of
level
and type
the
strongly
correlated with
workload prior
to the manifestation of
the error.
it is shown that the risk of a permaror example,
ner.t error
increases in a non-linear
fashion with
the amount of interactive processing.
The observed
of
load data.
years
tendency is present in three
his observation is significant
because a load-error relationship found
at the CPU level
must,
in
In addition,
our vie,. be considered fundamental.
the latency
observed errors,
in a majority of the
between the occurrence and the manifestation of the
error
was estimated
to be
insignificant for
the
Thus the detection of
our analysis.
pjrposes of
the occurprovides an estimate of
the error also
rence of the error.
As with any statistical analysis, this
is not
More measurements and experiments
proof in itself.
Howare necessary to further study this problem.
the increasing body of evidence accumulated
ever,
and
load
computers with differing
on
different
failure patterns shows that workload should be con-
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